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ELEPHANT STAMP
One of the clinic’s more, shall we say, grown-up patients presented
for a routine checkup the other day.
Her teeth were mature but healthy and her oral hygiene so good that
absolutely nothing had to be done.
explained that her cleaning was virtually perfect.
She asked ‘Do I get a star?’
No I replied, You get an ELEPHANT STAMP!
At this she looked up rather quizzically and enquired ‘Where?’
There is some information that should forever remain confidential...

HOW TO REPLACE TEETH
This is a big topic. There are so many ways of replacing teeth and they all have advantages and disadvantages. None is perfect. It is a matter of finding the approach that suits you. Here are some choices.

CONVENTIONAL BRIDGE
Think of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. There are the massive pylons at either end and the span bridging the
abutment teeth. These will have been prepared and shaped with a slight conical taper, to receive complete
coverings or crowns.
A crown totally encases a tooth and is normally placed on a single tooth
to add strength or improve appearance.
artificial replacement tooth or teeth. This bridge is cemented
permanently onto the abutments. It can last fifty years.
Occasionally a bridge can be designed as a cantilever, with support of
one or two teeth at one end rather than two. This is often useful when
the gap is narrow and the abutment is large and strong.
MCG. It extends out over the lower decking, but, because of
technology, does not need pillars to support it.
Today’s materials of choice are tough white zirconia, on the inside, and
aesthetic porcelain on the outside. It is possible to replace one, or even
as many as five missing teeth, using this combination of materials.
There are some drawbacks. Firstly bridges are expensive, because of
the time involved and the laboratory expense. Apart from that, preparing
supporting it.
idealized. There is a choice of whatever colour and variation one wants.

Continued over page ...

PARTIAL DENTURES
Partial dentures sometimes get a bad reputation. They can be very
good or very bad. Unfortunately people usually only talk about the
bad ones.
There are two types.
The cheaper type is made simply of plastic with a few bent wires
added on. Because plastic is weak it has to be bulky to achieve any
strength – too thin
natural
teeth. It is hard to conceive of a wrist watch being made of plastic,
the parts would just not be precise enough.
A better style is made essentially with a framework of cobalt chrome metal. This is extremely strong, slightly
flexible and very thin. It can be designed to fit accurately against the tooth walls and sometimes even nestle
onto their biting surface to create a more even bite. Because it is so thin and streamlined it is comfortable.
It would be nice to display images showing what a partial denture looks like, but each one is different. Instead
I would suggest going into Google images and look up cobalt chrome partial dentures and find an example
that might be appropriate.

IMPLANTS
An implant is what the public call a screw in tooth. The idea is half correct.
It involves a support of metal being placed directly under the gums, into
the bone, fusing to the bone and then having a new artificial tooth, similar
to a crown, placed onto this implanted abutment. The process usually
takes a few months although occasionally it is possible to have both the
implant and cap placed at the same appointment.
There are a few clues to success. It helps when a patient has strong sound
it is essential to have an experienced dentist overseeing the
procedure.
I believe implants are a specialist area and not the type of work a general dentist is qualified to undertake.
Just the same way as an orthodontist does braces and an oral surgeon extracts wisdom teeth, implants
should be placed by a crown and bridge specialist. He or she will in turn use the services of either a gum
specialist or an oral surgeon to place the implant per se, in the bone.
Implants are the Rolls Royce way to replace teeth. When done correctly the success rate is about 97%. The
only disadvantage is the cost, which can be significant.

BONDED BRIDGES
Today’s composite resin filling material is remarkable. Not only is it tooth coloured, it adheres or bonds tenaciously to tooth substance. This means we can not only fill cavities, we can also bond material to the surface
of a tooth to change its shape or colour.
On some occasions we can even adhere material to the side wall of an
abutment tooth to actually replace its missing partner.
The big advantage of a Bonded Bridge is that very little drilling takes place
and the cost is minimal. The disadvantage is a lack of strength compared
to its more conventional cousin made of porcelain and zirconia.
Before
One of the keys to success is assessing the bite.
Some people grind their teeth so a bonded bridge is not the best option for
them.
When multiple teeth are missing eating forces becomes more localized and any additions are naturally
placed under greater stress.
Another factor is the position in the mouth. Back teeth are subject to more pressure than front ones so one
can expect a new back tooth to be placed under extra strain.
Bonded bridges are exciting but they do have limitations and every case is
different.

After

They are described in greater detail in our website. Alternatively one can
call in and ask our receptionist for Newsletter Number 2.

HEALTH FUNDS
Many of the major health funds are
becoming increasingly unpopular with
dentists and the Australian Dental
Association.
patients value for money, some are

de-recognition

commercial reasons.
Recently the ADA has been fighting
association, parliament recently passed
It now means that, at long last, the
ACCC will start monitoring

THE TERROR OF THE BOWLING
CREASE
All young cricketers dream of either scoring centuries or bowling
out Test batsmen. As a sixteen year old I managed to live out my
fantasy by regularly dismissing star batsmen, with my fearsome
pace bowling. And a little help…
Back in the 1960s the Herald Sun ran
cricket clinics around bayside grounds.
The instructors included Victorian captain Jack Potter, famous allrounder John
Grant and rising star and lady’s heart
throb, Paul Sheehan.
Somebody had to bowl to these batsmen
and I had the assistance of the newly
imported bowling machine.
Today bowling machines are high tech
but this one looked like a nasty medieval
windmill encased in a metal cage. If one
tried to adjust the workings before it had
stopped the device could take your arm
There are easier
off! It can still be found in the MCC museways to bowl fast.
um.
The clinic showed kiddies how to bat, so my
job was to bowl up balls that flattered the batsmen. Paul Sheehan
was elegant and repeatedly played stylish cover drives.
Every now and then though, devilment
overtook me. I would crank the machine
up to maximum and thunder a ball into his
stumps before he had blinked. I felt like
Denis Lillee off his long run up!
Paul was not discouraged by these setbacks though and went on to play 31

and anti-competitive behavior.
In the meanwhile, to help patients
make better informed choices the
ADA recently launched a new website
Time2Switch.
It is a easy way to compare one

became a respected teacher and Head
Master of Melbourne Grammar School.
Paul Sheehan
Years later I attended a parents’ pie night
at the school. It had been decades since I
had spoken to Paul Sheehan and I felt obliged to reintroduce myself.

regarding the nasty fine print.

fashioned Paul?
I went up to him and before I could hold out a hand he said,
‘We’ve met before haven’t we?’
I was bowled over!

MELBOURNE DENTIST HONOURED
Science.

Recaldent, which is proven to help prevent tooth decay.
He showed it released calcium and phosphate when applied to weak
enamel, hardening its surface and sometimes even repairing early decay.
Recaldent is today marketed around the world as Tooth Mousse. It comes
as a cream which is simply rubbed into the teeth.
It is useful for anyone who has a high rate of tooth decay, such as the very
.

GREAT SCIENTIFIC STUFF UPS
THE BRONTOSAURUS
Everyone knows what a Brontosaurus looks like, right? It’s a huge dino with a cute domed head that looks as
if it has a baseball cap perched on top. At least that’s how it appeared in The Flintstones and Jurrasic Park.
Well, mistakes do happen...
Museum of Natural History took great pride in presenting the first full skeleton to
Instead the curators moulded a skull in plaster, designing the biggest, boniest
head they could imagine.
The real head eventually turned out to be quite different – long and reptilian and
correct skull was placed on a Brontosaurus skeleton. Reunited at last!

65 million years ago.

impact of a large asteroid in the Gulf of Mexico that wiped out most of life on earth

EINSTEIN’S BIG MISTAKE
Einstein could not understand why, with all the gravity out there, the universe
was apparently static and not collapsing back on itself. He invented the idea of
a repulsive force, a Universal Constant, that pushed in the opposite direction
to
this. He called it his ‘greatest blunder.’

predicted

COLD FUSION
fusion, patented under the
inspired by reports in 1989 of two chemists, Martin Fleischmann and Stanley Pons, fusing atoms, essentially
using
tritium and neutrons, just by mixing chemicals.
Traditionally fusion is a fiendishly difficult process. It involves massive machinery to
smash hydrogen atoms together so they fuse to form helium and produce energy,
fleetingly for years but only by expending far more energy in than comes out. If the
process could become efficient and commercial it would solve the world’s energy
concerns but mastering it remains elusive. Scientists joke - Fusion is the energy
source of the future and always will be.
dismissed as wishful thinking. Fusion looked good in the movie though.

THE IMMUNIZATION HOAX
This was not an example of bad science, it was lying, fraudulent science.
Measles Mumps Rubella vaccine with an increased incidence of autism. The paper caused widespread panic
and immunization rates dropped significantly. Within the space of a few years the incidence of mumps and
measles conversely jumped and reports started to come in of childhood deaths from the diseases.
Wakefield’s paper was subsequently scrutinized and it was revealed he had simply distorted the results. In
2010 the editor of The Lancet wrote that the findings were ‘utterly false’ and the
journal had been ‘deceived.’ Wakefield was found guilty of professional misconduct
and struck off the medical register.
His article has been described as ‘perhaps the most damaging medical hoax of the
last 100 years.’
Andrew Wakefield

